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First we introduced the MC-8501 Console System, a full featured language lab that was not a budget buster. Now we announce the new WICOM MC-9800 Instructor Console featuring a color CRT display of all class activity including built-in analyzer system with printer and the LP-98 Language Partner recorder with remote control.

Check these unique features:

- Sealed sheet switch instructor control console, no bigger than a computer keyboard. Eliminating knobs, levers and switches means greater reliability and long life.
- Color CRT display of classroom with plain language messages indicating mode, function and class activity.
- An easy to use analyzer function with multiple choice question capability and again with CRT display of individual student responses, overall class comprehension and print out of grades, ranking and student bar chart.
- Handsfree automatic student monitoring.
- FOUR program distribution and Library or Free Study.

- Master program recorder includes selectable:
  - Automatic repeat of single or multiple phrases,
  - Edit and reformat tapes, adjust spacing for student responses and bookmarks for continuous tape segment replay,
  - Automatic "end of phrase" pause, ideal for "answer only" oral testing or analyzer use.
- Student recorders include automatic last sentence repeat without head to tape contact reducing unnecessary wear on all components.
- Computerized design and circuitry result in simple operation and an effective teaching tool.

PRACTICAL LANGUAGE LAB SYSTEMS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

Best of all the MC-9800 system with all of these features is still competitively priced. Call us for a budgetary estimate which will pleasantly surprise you. There is no obligation.

Toll Free (800) 553-7669

educational electronics corporation
213 North Cedar Ave • Inglewood, CA 90301
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The ALA Lab System

ALA’s new computer-based medium... brings ALL the language skills to CALL. The Student

Listens ➞ to real, human speech
Speaks ➞ and hears, compares, and practices his own speech
Reads ➞ with or without hearing the text read
Writes ➞ texts for creative writing assignments

Turns any PC into a sophisticated language laboratory
Adds interactive sound and dynamic graphics
Makes the traditional language laboratory obsolete

4 Integrated System Components

Each ➞ Individualized
          ➞ Instructional
          ➞ Interactive
          ➞ Motivational

American Language Academy • Suite 200, 11426 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852 • Telephone: 1-800-346-3469, 1-301-984-3400
Fax: 1-301-984-8424 • Telex: 248777 ALA UR